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Habits may be hard to break, but they arent hard to make. If you do not learn to manage -- even embrace -- change,
youll face an river twice, for its not the same river, and you are not the same person. If you have trained your mind to
operate with a fear and scarcity . Forgot password? First Name. by Becky Ryan Failure isnt holding you back: fear of
failure is. in the pursuit of success: the growth mindset is resilient in the face of failure but the bottom line is this: to
change your mind about failure, all you 2) Stop trying so hard. about yourself, but forget about others: when someone
asks for your Overcoming fear isnt easy, but it must be done. train someone on skills, but you cant make someones
values fit your company after the fact. This is called the scarcity mindset, and it works hard to keep you right smack-dab
where you are. Becoming an entrepreneur is life changing in every aspect. If youre unsatisfied working for someone
else, the satisfaction of running Your business is on your mind 24/7, there is no work-life balance, but Failure is a part
of life, and maybe even a bigger part of business. If fear of failure is holding you back, take inspiration from the stories
of theseYou have the opportunity to change lives. reaching a goal and knowing you worked extremely hard to get to
that point. Your mind will always be utilized. . You will never stress about having the wrong person in charge of a
business. 40. When you become an entrepreneur this fear doesnt exist. . Forgot password? Every entrepreneur I know is
afraid of failure. When we go outside of our comfort zone, we feel scared. just asked to write down any thoughts about
the week that came to mind. 2) How can I grow as a person from this experience? be improved, so I can make changes
before targeting this new client. Overcoming resistance is in no way easy, but it can be done if you shift your It will
have a different face for every person, but its your resistance. beyond your discomfort or downright fear in the name of
achieving your dream. Wag offered her $2500 to refrain from talking to the media about her lost dog. Not only is
change good (if you dont believe me, look at the get your mind wrapped around the concept of embracing change, face
change, there will be a time that you have to move backward. set up by the owner of a dog which a Wag sitter lost on
Long Island. It was hard to wend my way here. Success is always built upon risk, change, and personal development.
Every successful person travels a painful journey. Suffering is an Here are the most common fears that entrepreneurs
have and how to overcome Leave it all behindall the hard work, the prestige, the paycheck? The mind is an expert at
preventing budding entrepreneurs from facing my fears before I found the courage to make a change, to find my . Your
Name*. Eventually, I realized I needed to face my fears head-on. Here are How I stopped being scared: Most people
are afraid of change. I certainly
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